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About This Game

Cryptark is a 2D roguelike shooter that challenges players with boarding and neutralizing procedurally generated alien starships
to earn income for their Privateering enterprise. Purchase improved equipment and weapons to tackle more dangerous targets,

but be cautious as failure will result in a loss of investment and profit. The decaying alien arks will defend themselves from
intruders with a wide arsenal of cyborg monstrosities, robotics, and security systems, all obstacles that must be surpassed to

achieve victory, the destruction of the ship’s central System Core.

Complex, procedurally generated alien space-hulks to board and defeat.

Challenging, re-playable campaign that tests your strategy and tactics.

Over 70 weapons and items, including frag-cannons, tractor-beams, flamethrowers and nukes.

High-score leader boards to rank your skills.

Fully lip-synced voice acting brings your fellow shipmates to life.

Blood-pumping soundtrack perfect for intense firefights.
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Title: CRYPTARK
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Alientrap
Publisher:
Alientrap
Release Date: 20 Jun, 2017
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this game is (and im not exaggerating) is one of the worst games I've ever had the chance to play in
Nothing looks nice, not the UI, not the dialogue or the story, its not even about the fetish because I am pretty open minded about
those, it's just, plain and simple, bad.
You'd probably have more fun and satisfaction giving that one dollar to someone who needs it.
*I'd like to add I got this game with 66% off after completing a badge in another game, and I still regret spending money on it..
Early Access Trash at its finest, hastn't been updated in 4 years completely abandoned garbage don't give these scam artists your
money.. The Druid face does not appear in the game collector icon, therefore you cannot fill up your profile with these hot and
salty memes. Cannot reccomend.. I just finished the game last night. This is one of the best old style D&D games I have played
in a long time. Very good story and good graphics. they all set the mood for a fun romp in fantasy land. I will play this game
again with different characters and try different approaches. I would recommend this game for anyone who likes dungeons,
dragons, loot, or just plain fun.. Really enjoying this game! Not sure why there are so many mixed reviews - it seems like most
folks on here are biased against racing games anyway, so I think that's why.

The controller works just fine (there's an options menu off the main menu where you can choose input) and it's got a great
soundtrack. Graphics are good enough - sure, it's a mobile port so the graphics *could* be better on your uber:pc but you know
what this is a low budget racer and its not like you're paying full whack for it - the graphics are good enough and when you're
whizzing down the tracks at a zillion mph you should probably be concentrating on the gameplay instead!!

I got it on sale, so I'm super happy with my purchase but I don't think I'd be too disappointed at full price. It's a very playable
fun little arcade game :)
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Crashes a lot.. I fully recommend this if you enjoy RO2/RS.

We run this on our server and it is incredably fun, most popular map is Omaha Beach for good reason. The guys behind this
have done a fantastic job. Can wait to see ewhat comes out over the coming months.

Definately a 10/10 !!!!. The definition of an all-around great expansion pack.

Tales of Maj'Eyal - Embers of Rage DLC makes this excellent game even better.. Great new locomotion method - a good sense
of vast open space, and enjoyable game mechanics.
No nausea, this game is a pleasure to play!. This is a easy game. But thats ok because its also really well polished and has
amazing music. If you don't mind the lack of challenge its a lot of fun
. Beautiful new maps, a smaller act with better pacing that doesn't drag on forever and expanded masteries that breathe new life
into the gameplay are all welcome new additions to the game with this expansion. So why the negative rating? What's the
problem? Guys, it's no secret that Titan Quest always suffered from technical problems, but this expansion is borderline
unplayable. A normal (by TQ standards) sized pack of 4-5 enemies tanks my FPS into the single digits each time I engage such a
group of enemies. Furthermore, as an extensive pet class player of this genre, the new addition of the infinite dungeon, Tartarus,
is also unplayable for me since one of the random modifications for the dungeon is "Hero Pets Not Allowed" meaning that
there's nothing I can do to win. This is ridiculous and makes no sense. Would you also add a "No Melee Damage" or "No Magic
Damage" Allowed modifier as well? No, you wouldn't, because that's stupid. But pets seem to be fair game because of whatever
reasons the designers didn't think through properly.

Get it only if you are interested in the expanded masteries, but at 15\u20ac it's probably not worth it for that alone.. Props to the
developer for:
1) Releasing a full game, and not going the Early Access route.
2) Making it last longer than an hour

Already worth the price, even better than SOME GAMES (coughsuperhotvrcough)

Okay so actually, it lasted 90 minutes.

Here's the gist: You're a trainee on a ship, and you go in this CHAMBER to train, but then your ship is attacked and you're
locked inside the CHAMBER and forced to train until you "graduate" before you can let yourself out.

The "training missions" are basically a bunch of arenas where you have to kill 30-50 enemies in a variety of different scenarios.
Sometimes you'll have AI teammates, and it'll be like a TDM. Sometimes you'll be locked in a room with windows while weak
enemies with pistols swarm you, and you'll only have one life.

But it's mostly just the TDM thing.

Every so often you'll get a killstreak, which either slows down time, gives you a crossbow grenade launcher, or a turret.

So after you do a bunch of those and level up to 17, you can finally leave the CHAMBER, go through about three hallways, kill
some of the REAL enemies, press a button, and then the game is over.

But you can still go back and level up all the weapons (through use), get a three-star rank on all the arenas, and unlock all the
attachments and paints. I probably won't, but I appreciate the effort a lot more than SOME GAMES.

It's pretty simple, and not that great, but that's what you'd expect from a dev team of 1, using a bunch of pre-made assets and the
free version of Unity.. I want more excellent.. Point Perfect is an interesting idea of a game. It takes after one of those harder,
frustrating-to-play kinds of games and it does that well. Unfortunately, it has no tutorial (not one that I can recall anyway) and
the hints it gives are just insults to the player. The insults are meant to be funny, but I felt that it's very obvious that the
developer(s) tried too hard to make it funny and it just missed the bar completely. The only reason I still play this is because
there are Steam achievements. Only buy this so there can be more trading cards in circulation (don't buy this if you don't plan to
trade them with\/give them to me). :)
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